Parker-Hannifin Corp.
Parker-Hannifin Corp. (Parker), a $17 billion multi-national corporation, is one the largest manufacturers
of motion-control systems in the world, specializing in areas such as: aerospace, climate-control, and
hydraulics. Parker’s engineering expertise supplies much of the steering and hydraulics for major
commercial airlines, like Boeing and Airbus. They also provide products and services for the military
and other civilian industries.
Problem // Parker enlisted the help of Green Endeavor (GEI) to find a safe and effective way to clean
over 100 heat exchangers at their Kalamazoo, MI, based Hydraulic Systems Division. Parker was
hoping to replace ineffective and potentially hazardous cleaning chemicals, such as isopropyl alcohol
and mineral spirits. These heat exchangers are a crucial component of their stress tests involving the
steering hydraulic lift systems on commercial airlines. They maintain consistent conditions for the
aircraft while their engines and navigation systems are engaged in constant clock computer sequenced
stress-to-failure tests. The cleaning acid that Parker had been using on the heat exchangers was
etching them and reducing their useful life. Parker’s goal was to find a replacement that cleaned
effectively while doing less damage to the heat exchangers.

“Typically it would take two people 4 hours to remove and replace a heat exchanger (8 man
hours total). The old heat exchanger is then scrapped, so there is a material cost for a new
one. Obviously this cost could be significant depending on the installation and size of the heat
exchanger. With the solution Green Endeavor found for us, it only takes one guy. He can
hook-up the CIP cart in 20 minutes, walk away and do something else for a few hours, and
then return and flush it (another 20 minutes). The exchanger will be back to optimal efficiency.
Additionally, there is no scrap cost.”
-Tony Lorentz, Technology Team Leader -- Engineering Test Lab,
Parker Aerospace, Hydraulic Systems Division
Solution // After thoroughly analyzing Parker’s problem, GEI was able to identify a set of possible
non-hazardous replacements for cleaning the heat exchangers within the plant. Working with Parker,
these replacements were sent through a series of tests. Eventually, an effective solution was found and
Parker developed a specialized clean-in-place (CIP) cart for systematically cleaning each of their heat
exchangers, using GEI’s solution. This new system effectively and efficiently cleans the heat exchangers without etching them.
The elimination of this etching extends the useful life of the heat exchangers, and thus saves Parker
money by reducing the need for replacement. In addition, GEI’s solution is a HMIS 0-0-0 EPA and DfE
approved product, that is much less hazardous and harmful to the environment than the previous
acid-based cleaner. This in-turn reduced the risk to Parker’s workforce and the environment. Parker is
now working with GEI to find non-hazardous solutions for their parts-washing tanks and other systems
that rely on hazardous and harmful chemicals.
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